In recent scene recognition research images or large image regions are often represented as disorganized "bags" of features which can then be analyzed using models originally developed to capture co-variation of word counts in text. However, image feature counts are likely to be constrained in different ways than word counts in text. For example, as a camera pans upwards from a building entrance over its first few floors and then further up into the sky Fig. 1 , some feature counts in the image drop while others rise-only to drop again giving way to features found more often at higher elevations. The space of all possible feature count combinations is constrained both by the properties of the larger scene and the size and the location of the window into it. To capture such variation, in this paper we propose the use of the counting grid model. This generative model is based on a grid of feature counts, considerably larger than any of the modeled images, and considerably smaller than the real estate needed to tile the images next to each other tightly. Each modeled image is assumed to have a representative window in the grid in which the feature counts mimic the feature distribution in the image. We provide a learning procedure that jointly maps all images in the training set to the counting grid and estimates the appropriate local counts in it. Experimentally, we demonstrate that the resulting representation captures the space of feature count combinations more accurately than the traditional models, not only when the input images come from a panning camera, but even when modeling images of different scenes from the same category.
INTRODUCTION
A popular way to deal with diversity of imaging conditions as well as geometric variation in objects or entire scenes is to simply represent images or image regions as disordered "bags" of image features [1] , [2] , [3] . These models are particularly attractive due to the computational efficiency and simplicity achieved by ignoring spatial relationships of the image patches or object parts.
Bag of features can arise in a variety of ways. For example, after extracting local low-level features from images, these are often clustered in K centers (e.g., coodbook) and a discrete "codeword" is assigned to each feature descriptor. An image is then described by a histogram over the codebook entries. Ideally, these features should be highly discriminative so that most categories of images of interest are uniquely identifiable by the presence of a handful of features. In practice, however, individual features are not sufficiently discriminative, and modeling joint variation in feature counts becomes an interesting machine learning problem.
It is tempting to use here the existing discrete models, such as histograms [4] , multinomial mixtures [5] , [6] or topic models [7] , [8] , already extensively validated on text data, where each document is also simply represented as a count distribution over the entire vocabulary. However, the bags of features extracted from natural images have an imprint of the images' spatial structure, which is evident when the bags from related images are considered together. Thus ignoring these natural constraints on the feature counts may have negative consequences in classification or clustering tasks.
For an illustration, Fig. 2 provides a synthetic example starting with several images of a train station, taken as windows into the larger sceneii). Just for illustrative purposes, we hand-labeled the scene with feature labels as shown iniii). In a realistic application, where we may want to train a model that assigns high likelihood to images of train stations, it is likely that most available images would be taken with a narrower field of view, as simulated here. Feature extractors would presumably generalize much less effectively than our ideal features, but still enough to permit comparisons of images of different train stations, too. Then the question is if a learning model that captures feature count co-variation uses the training data efficiently. Assuming that a few images are taken at random from the scene, we wonder if the feature counts in these images are sufficient to predict the possible feature counts in other images of the scene. In particular, we consider images taken from the regions close to A, B, and C and ask the question if the image D would fit the so defined train station class.
The literature uses two sets of approaches to this problem. Kernel or nearest-neighbor techniques start with the comparisons of the feature counts in the test image and each of the previously studied exemplars [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . Although this comparison can be done in many different ways, we note here that these approaches would be complicated by the fact that none of images A, B, and C have the combination of all five features that are present in D (see Fig. 2i ). The other approach is to consider all bags of features together and generalize [1] , [3] , [5] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . A simplest approach to this would be to simply merge the bags. In this case, there is a danger of overgeneralization. For this particular example, there is a need for interpolating between the feature count vectors for A, B, C. However, this interpolation is best performed by spatial reasoning. Across various windows into the scene we find that from the top of the window to the bottom we sometimes see roof, train, tracks, in that order, but other times we see mountain, grass, roof, train. We can infer that the grass, roof, train, tracks combination is likelier than the existence of the mountain, roof, train, tracks combination of features. Furthermore, the proportions of different features in the images carry information about the thickness of the layers of these features, which should be useful for inferring which previously unseen feature count combinations can be found elsewhere in the scene. We show in this paper that, surprisingly, not much of the spatial organization of the features in the training images needs to be retained in order to perform the spatial reasoning about which feature combinations are likely.
In Fig. 2 -iv) we show the counting grid inferred by iterating Eqs. (12) and (13) on the label counts from 50 windows into the scene taken at random, but avoiding all windows that contain all five of the features in D in any proportion. Each training image was represented as a set of 2 Â 2 feature bags (upper left, lower left, upper right, lower right). Without using the original window location information, the counting grid was computed so that for each training image, a window into the counting grid can be found so that the appropriate sections have matching histograms. The resolution of the reconstructed feature layout of the large scene goes well beyond what would be expected from a crude 2 Â 2 tessellation of the input images (the height of each section is roughly 20 percent of the large scene and only the feature counts in each section were used, not their spatial layout within the section). Although none of the training examples was taken from the area close to D where all five of D's features can be seen in a single image, that part of the scene is reconstructed as well, and D's histogram can be matched well.
In this simple example, the training images are different views of a single scene. However, at the feature level, images of other train stations are likely have a similar layout, and so they could be used to learn a counting grid. In practice, we rarely have access to highly discriminative and reliable features, and so instead of the eight fake features in our example, in our experiments we had to use hundreds of simpler automatically derived features, and infer the counting grids from related images of different scenes. For example in Fig. 3 -iii) we used as features the human-supplied labels for LabelMe [20] dataset, and inii) the outputs of hundreds of simple computational feature detectors applied to images from various scenes in the SenseCam dataset [18] . As opposed to the train station example, input images are not sub-images of a larger single scene, but rather images of the same types of scenes. Each window into a counting grid represents a possible feature combination 1 present in the dataset (3ii)) and the model is able to reconstruct the feature layout only exploiting the spatial patterns very coarsely, but depending on feature count co-variation for most of its reasoning power. For example, despite only relying on a 2 Â 2 tessellation of each input image, full resolution panoramas of office and corridors are visible in the CG in Fig. 3 -ii).
This paper presents and extends the counting grid model [21] , [22] . The basic model is extended to include priors which help with overfitting issues. We also formally introduce the tessellated counting grid model and analyzed the extreme tessellations where each bag captures a single feature, collapsing the representation into the discrete epitome [23] . The paper also provides full comparisons of different algorithms on various datasets, including the effect of grid and window size variation can be found in the experimental section.
Specialization and extensions of the counting grid model already appeared in top tier conferences [18] , [24] , [25] , [26] . Nevertheless, in this paper we want to limit our attention to the basic variants of the counting grid model, their properties and relationships with the standard techniques for modeling bags of words in computer vision [1] , [3] , [16] . We found that our representation captured the space of possible feature count combinations for various image categories significantly better than other generalization techniques, and that our simple generative model, which can be used for unsupervised learning and clustering, too, often rivals the state of the art based on discriminative techniques that require supervision.
Related Work
Previous probabilistic approaches to scene recognition treat the spatial arrangement of image features in different ways.
In bag of words (BOW) models [1] , spatial relationships among features are completely ignored in order to facilitate computational efficiency and high level of generalization. Fig. 1 . Feature counts change slightly as the field of view moves. For example, the abundance of the "car" features is reduced, but the counts of the features found on building facades are increased. The counting grid model accounts for such changes naturally, and it can also account for images of different scenes.
1. The CG model also learns a prior over the grid window usage which may prevent some combinations.
Topic models [3] , [7] , [8] , for example, assign a topic to each codeword based on their co-occurrence and describe images as admixtures of topics. Another bag of word model is described in [17] , where a scene model is a mixture of Gaussians model trained on the gist descriptors [30] . As we will see in this paper the basic counting grid model [22] , also reduces to a (large) mixture, but with highly tied parameters, reflecting the inherent spatial structure of the data. Each bag is represented as a point in a large grid of feature counts. This latent point is a corner of a window of grid points which are uniformly combined to match the (normalized) feature counts in the image.
To capture some spatial information, it is possible to separate the bags originating in different (pre-defined or learned [31] , [32] , [33] ) regions of the image. These models are sometimes referred to as spatial-BoW models [2] , [16] . The tessellated counting grids that we introduce here also have that flavor, although in our approach tessellation helps guide the quilting of the bags of words reconstructing the layout with sub-region accuracy. Thus tessellated counting grids capture layout-driven constraints on counts within the regions, even though this information is not directly provided during learning: The layout within a region of one image is inferred based on the feature distributions found in regions of many other images, assuming that misalignments of these images are often smaller than the size of the tessellated regions. In contrast, typical spatial-BOW models requires the modeled images to be approximately aligned. Recent approaches that relax this assumption are [16] , [18] , [34] . The former, the Reconfigurable BoW model [16] , represents a scene as a collection of parts arranged in a reconfigurable pattern. Each image is divided into pre-defined regions and a latent variable specifies which "region model" (e.g., sky, grass...) is assigned to each image region. On the other hand, [18] , [34] represents scenes using deformable parts. In [34] a lower-resolution root filter is placed in the center of the image and a set of higher-resolution part filters arranged in a flexible spatial configuration.
It is also possible to keep the spatial arrangement of features intact, sacrificing some generalization in the basic representation of the input, and allowing the model to capture the problems with this rigidity through various levels of uncertainty modeling. For example, the epitome-like models [23] , [27] , [28] quilts images or image patches, essentially building giant panoramas consisting of probability distributions in each location. As these are based on pixelto-pixel comparisons they cannot generalize well in case of large geometric deformations, and so they are mostly used to model relatively small image patches, typically for synthesis, or modeling large scenes or textures that can tolerate the lack of transformation invariance beyond translation [29] , [35] , [36] . Epitomes have been employed in scene In this case all the bags come from windows into the same image, which is reconstructed on the grid. ii) A counting grid estimated from images taken with a wearable camera [18] . In this case we learned a dictionary of features (illustrated by the textons on the bottom) clustering image patches, as in [19] . To illustrate the office scene (e.g., the computer screens -see images on the top), we overlap these textons by as much as the patches were overlapping during feature extraction process, and then average to create a clearer visual representation. iii) A counting grid estimated starting from LabelMe annotations (see the top row) [20] . analysis, only on particular datasets where "panoramic stitching" would work, e.g., sequences taken with wearable cameras [23] , [28] .
Various scene modeling techniques also take different approaches to representing componential structure of natural scenes. Being ad-mixtures, rather than simple mixtures, topic models [3] , [7] , [8] are a simple example of multi -part or -object models. Other examples of componential models, are the flexible sprites model [29] , which allow each image to be mapped to multiple sources and [16] in which each sector is mapped independently. On the other hand, the counting grids, epitomes [23] , [27] , [28] , histogram-based approaches [1] , [17] are essentially mixtures because they map the entire scene to a single point: a position or a mixture component. (These models can, however, be turned into ad-mixtures.)
The main topic this paper is modeling bags of features in computer vision. In the experimental section we will mainly consider generative approaches and compare counting grids with latent Dirichlet allocation [3] , mixture models [17] , epitomes [23] and the reconfigurable bag of words model [16] . The nature of each generative approach just discussed is summarized in Table 1 . It should be noted however that the models presented here can be used as components in hierarchical models, and that the basic idea of modeling intersections and laying them out on an inferred grid can be used within other machine learning techniques, including non-generative approaches.
IMPRINT OF SPATIAL ORGANIZATION IN DISORDERED BAGS OF WORDS
As discussed above, we would like to understand the hidden constraints that govern the often-practiced simplification of images into bags of features. This simplification has two stages. First, image features z i;j are extracted on a grid inside the image. These features are discrete, z 2 ½1::Z, and they point to a codebook of features obtained by clustering the multidimensional real-valued features calculated by local image processing, e.g., SIFT [37] . Next, the feature counts are computed c z ¼ P
where ½Á is the indicator function. Only the counts c z are then retained, and the spatial distribution z i is typically forgotten, with the justification that establishing correspondence for individual image locations across different images of the same thing would be prohibitively expensive, and that in practice only the presence or absence of features is informative, not their spatial distribution. However, if we consider a set of such bags of words from related images we can see that the feature counts in these disordered bags of features may still indirectly follow the rules of spatial organization. For example, if bags fc t z g, indexed by t are extracted from several overlapping windows from a larger image, then the spatial structure of that image is imprinted in the particular count combinations in these bags. Furthermore, the spatial layout of the features in the large image may even be recoverable from these disordered bags! If the bags fc t z g are created from all the overlapping windows from a large image, and if the source location for each bag is known, then we can easily see that under minimal additional assumptions regarding the boundaries in the image, we can reconstruct feature indices z at each location in the large image by solving the system of linear equations that arise from the count constraints. Consider two horizontally neighboring windows: The count differences are completely determined by the feature identities of the only two columns that the two do not share. To separate the effect of the two columns, we can consider another pair of overlapping images whose count differences depend on only one of those two columns. To further break each column apart, we can consider vertically neighboring windows, etc. As long as the image has a thick enough border with only a single feature present, we can propagate these constraints until any given location's feature is uniquely determined.
In this way, we can reconstruct a large grid of features such that any of the count combinations we see in the given bags can be found in an appropriate window in this reconstruction. But this implies that the bags of features from the images of the same scene, when considered jointly, obey very strong constraints and thus taking these constraints into account will likely improve image analysis tasks that depend on the feature count representations. This insight leads to several interesting problems which we address in the next section.
Joint estimation of the feature layout and the matching of the bags to windows into it. If the bags of features (feature counts) from many-but not all-overlapping windows from a large scene are provided, and if the original locations of these windows are withheld, can we still reconstruct at least some of the original spatial arrangement of the features? Category modeling. If the bags of features are not coming from the windows into a single scene, but instead [1] , [17] @ @ Spatial BoW [2] @ @ Reconfigurable BoW [16] @ @ Epitomes [23] , [27] , [28] @ @ Flex. Sprites [29] @ @ Counting grids @ @ Tessellated Counting grids @ @ from different but related images (e.g., of a particular image category or an object class), would these bags, when considered jointly, imply some spatial layout of the features, and would this layout help predict which combinations of feature counts are more likely in bags of features extracted from new images of the category in question? Using more of the original structure. Given that in practice we typically have access to the original images, can more of their spatial structure be used in learning the spatial layout of features that would in turn constrain the bag of words representation in a useful way?
THE COUNTING GRID MODEL
The basic counting grid p i;z is a set of normalized counts of features indexed by z on the grid i ¼ ði
where i is an index that addresses a generic location on the grid and P z p i;z ¼ 1 everywhere on the grid [21] . A given bag of image features, represented by counts fc z g is assumed to follow a distribution found in a window into the counting grid. In particular, the bag is generated by first averaging all counts in the window W k of size W x Â W y placed at location k
and then generating the features in the bag. The sum in Eq. (1) is carried out over all locations i in the window W k . To summarize p is the normalized counts of features present in each location of the grid, while h is the "aggregate" feature distribution obtained by averaging the appropriate p's in windows. Since we can place a window in each location, we have as many h as locations on the grid. Counting grid geometry is illustrated in Fig. 4 -ii). The position of the window in the grid is a latent variable ' given which the probability of the bag of features
where the constant a ¼ ð 1 WxÁWy Þ P z cz . The Bayesian network for this generative model is provided in Fig. 4-i) . For a given grid p, it defines the following joint distribution over a training set of multiple independently generated bags of features fc t z g, indexed by t, and their corresponding latent window positions ' t in the counting grid. In our notation the letter ' indicates the latent variable, while i and k a generic position in the grid.
where pð' ¼ kÞ represents the overall prior probability of a mapping location. This distribution is a table over all values for k and shared across all samples (independent of t).
The first sum in the RHS is performed over all the locations in the counting grid, and the second over all the locations in the window placed at location W k .
Inference and Learning
To compute the log likelihood of the data, log P , we need to sum over the latent variable ' before computing the logarithm, which, as in mixture models, or as in epitomes [27] , makes it difficult to estimate model parameters. Such an estimation needs to perform assignment of the latent variables while also optimizing for the model parameters. Although the following is the exact EM procedure, we use the variational [38] , [39] notation pð' t ¼ kjc t Þ ¼ qð' t ¼ kÞ, and bound (variationally) log P (omitting the effect of additive constant that arises from a) to derive an iterative EM algorithm: Fig. 4 . i) Counting grid generative model, ii) Two-dimensional variable ' ¼ ðk x ; k y Þ points to a window that encompasses W x Â W y sources out of the E x Â E y grid sources p j;z , j 2 ½1::E x Â ½1::E y . Each source is a distribution over features z. The uniform mixture of sources captured in the window produces the observed counts c z . iii) In the tessellated model S sections of the window generate S separate sets of features, one for each section of the image. Neither the window size W nor the tessellation S have to match the image resolution. When they both do, however, the model is equivalent to a feature epitome, making epitomes a special case of tessellated counting grids.
Because of the use of fully parameterized q, optimizing the bound is equivalent to optimizing the log likelihood of the data, as long as the qð' t Þ distributions are also optimized. Keeping the model parameters fixed, optimizing these q distributions (one for each t) leads to the exact E step
which simply establishes that the choice of ' should minimize the KL divergence between the counts in the bag and the counts h k;z in the appropriate window W k in the counting grid. For each t, the above expression is normalized over all possible window choices k.
To optimize the bound B with respect to model parameters p (M step) we note that the third term in Eq. (3) involves these parameters within log h, and this term requires another summation before applying the logarithm. The summation is over the grid positions i within the window W k , which we can again bound using a (full) variational distribution and the Jensen's inequality:
where r t i;k;z is a distribution over locations i, i.e., r is positive and P i2W k r t i;k;z ¼ 1. It is indexed by k as the normalization is done differently in each window, it is indexed by z as it can be different for different features, and it is indexed by t as the term is inside the summation over t, so a different distribution r could be needed for different bags fc t z g. This distribution could be thought of as information about what proportion of the c z features of type z was contributed by each of the different sources p i;z in the window W k . However, by performing constrained optimization (so that r adds up to one), we find that assuming a fixed set of parameters p, the distribution r t i;k;z that maximizes the bound is the same for each bag:
If we do consider distributions r as a feature mapping to the counting grid, then this result is again intuitive. If all we know is that a bag containing c z features of type z is mapped to the grid section W k , and have no additional information about what proportions of these c z features were contributed from different incremental counts p i;z , then the best guess is that these proportions follow the proportions among p i;z inside the window.
If we assume now that r and q distributions are fixed, then combining Eq. (3) and Eq. (5) and minimizing the resulting bound wrt parameters p i;z under the normalization constraint over features z, we obtain the update rulê
which by Eq. (6) reduces tô
where p old i;z is the counting grid at the previous iteration. The reader will note that in the above, we simply optimized the likelihood of the set of data for a single set of weights p i;z , as Eq. (3) is the variational bound for the model with a fixed p as it was expanded in the previous section. Thus the iteration of the above equations would optimize for a set of parameters p given the observed data and ignoring the prior over p in the full network in Fig. 4-i) . Of course, the Dirichlet prior with parameters h is the appropriate conjugate prior (as in LDA models) making the inclusion of its influence trivial: The parameters h z , one for each feature, act as pseudo counts of each feature,
The prior elegantly precludes zero counts of any feature anywhere in p, preventing overtraining and numerical problems. The innermost sum of the equation above is carried out across all the locations k whose window W k contains the generic location i indexed in the LHS. This simply reduces to summing in "shifted" windows where now k represents the lower right corner. Finally, by taking derivatives with respect to prior probabilities of different locations, we can readily show that the update for the prior over locations should be updated as follows:
This is not surprising, as mathematically, the model is a mixture of distributions h and the above is essentially an update for a mixture prior. However, if we consider the data efficiency of this update, we see that it differs dramatically from how efficiently the data is used to learn distributions h. Consider a large CG model, e.g., on a 64 Â 64 grid, that uses relatively large windows, too, e.g. 16 Â 16. Then even though there are 4,096 individual distributions p to learn, these are in fact used in aggregates of 256 at a time in each of the h distributions, which makes the parameters of the mixture's sources highly tied. In fact, we can only tile 4 Â 4 ¼ 16 nonoverlapping windows over the grid, and the remaining 4,080 overlapping windows are a special kind of interpolation of these tiled 16. Thus the equivalent capacity of such a model, when compared with a simple mixture, is only 16, allowing such grids to be trained without overtraining with just an order or two more data than this capacity number. In other words, we should be able to train a model with 4 K fractional sources p with only around 1 K bags of words. But the equivalently efficient use of data for estimating which parts of the grid are used more than others would require a similar aggregation of fractional probabilities of individual cells, just like p distributions are aggregated into h distributions. The similar issue was resolved in epitome models by literally aggregating the updates above within overlapping windows, to avoid overfocusing the prior probability over the 4 K windows in our example on only those 1 K positions where training data fell:
where m is a E x Â E y mask, with ones in the upper left corner's W x Â W y entries and zeros elsewhere. In our experiments the same update proved to be a valid way to overcome local minima when the prior over location is learned. 2 In this update, the prior pð'Þ must, of course, be normalized across the locations. The steps in Eqs. (4), (8) and (11) constitute the E and M step which can be iterated till convergence (within a desired precision t). The learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Starting with non-informative (but symmetry breaking) initialization, this iterative process will jointly estimate the counting grid and align all bags to it. To avoid severe local minima, it is important, however, to consider the counting grid as a torus, and consider all windowing operations accordingly, as was previously proposed for learning epitomes [23] , [27] , [28] . This prevents the problems with grid boundaries which otherwise could not be crossed when more space is need to grow the layout of the features.
Algorithm 1. EM-Algorithm to Learn a Counting Grid

FROM COUNTING GRIDS TO FEATURE EPITOMES
We can express many other models used in vision as special cases of our framework by assuming an appropriate choice of the tessellation S of the images and the window size W. A tessellation S is simply a partition of the image space as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Tessellated counting grids. Algorithm 1 works remarkably well given that its task is essentially to infer an image, not from many image patches as is the case for epitome models, but only from the bag of features representation of such patches. The task is formidable because no directionality is provided in the bag representation. Unfortunately the iterative algorithm may start to lay out the features topologically correctly, but following inconsistent directions in different parts of the counting grid, leading to local minima (This will be illustrated in the next section).
However, we can modify the model and its E-and Mrules to deal with image representations that consist not of one, but several bags of words, each corresponding to a section of the image. In this case feature re-arrangement is tolerated within each region, but the regions themselves cannot move relatively to each other and the model becomes similar in spirit to [2] , [16] .
More specifically, we define a tessellation S ¼ S x Â S y and for each feature map z t i , we compute the feature counts separately in each different section fc t;s z g with the index s 2 ½1::S x Â ½1::S y running across the image sectors, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . When inferring the mapping of the set of section bags, the window W k is tessellated into S x Â S y sections W s k in the same way images are tessellated. The histogram comparisons are done accordingly,
It is important to note that all the S x Á S y bags contribute to the same mapping on the grid. The tessellated counting grid model simply uses more spatial information in mapping the image feature counts as advertised in Table 1 . The M step using section bags reduces to 2. It is also possible to change the model in way that would allow for this update to arise naturally, in a manner equivalent to defining h distributions as arising from p distributions In experiments we show that even just considering a representation consisting of four bags of features for the four image sections (upper left, upper right, lower left and lower right) provides enough symmetry breaking that good counting grids can be estimated.
Discrete epitomes. In the extreme when both tessellation and window size are equal to the images size, e.g., S ¼ W ¼ N x Â N y , we obtain the discrete feature epitome model. The sector index s indexes a pixel i, and so each bag contains only a single feature, i.e., all but one of the counts c t;s z is equal to zero. In the M-step, there is no re-arrangement of the features in the window and they are simply "copied" according to the mappings qð' t Þ.
The E-Step thus becomes:
where ½Á is the indicator function, equal to 1 when the equality holds, zero otherwise. Eq. (14) can be efficiently computed using FFTs [40] . The M-Step reduces to
Just like the epitome [27] and the counting grid, the discrete epitome is a mixture model with tied parameters, with the ties coming from the grid structure and windowing. Discrete epitomes differ from former by the location distributions (discrete categorical versus Gaussian), and from the counting grids by reflecting the original feature layout in learning, making the model more sensitive to geometric deformations. In [23] local histograms are used as pixel descriptors. This helped to overcome the rigidity of epitome models and reach great performances on location recognition. This technique corresponds to W ¼ N x Â N y > S.
Hybrid counting grid-epitome. Another alternative is to use the layout of features z t i of each image when updating the counting grid (Eq. (15)) while using its bag of words representation to compute the mapping (Eq. (4) ). The result is a hybrid between counting grids and epitomes and it is what has been used in the experimental section of the conference version of this paper [22] . For some datasets this strategy proved to be successful.
Relationships with other models. When W ¼ 1 Â 1, the model collapses into a simple mixture without tied parameters, such as the ones used in [1] , because each point in the grid p k;z ¼ h k;z is now an independent mixture component. If a tessellation is also enforced, the model becomes similar to the spatial BOW models introduced in [2], [16] .
We should note that even though the counting grid shares its focus on modeling image feature counts with LDA and other topic models, neither model is a generalization of another. As noted above, by using large windows to collate many grid distributions from a large grid, the counting grid model can be thought as a very large mixture of sources that can be trained on relatively small datasets without overtraining, as these sources are highly correlated: small shifts in the grid change the window distribution only slightly. LDA model does not have this benefit, and thus has to deal with a smaller number of topics to avoid overtraining. Topic mixing cannot quite appropriately represent feature correlations due to transnational camera motion. In [24] , we also explored the use of CGs in admixture models, thus marrying the benefits of CG parameter spaces and topic model's componential structure.
The relationships among various counting grid uses introduced in this section are summarized in Table 2 in terms of W, S and variational updates.
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY AND IMPLEMENTATION
Careful examination of the inference and learning steps reveals that through efficient use of cumulative sums, all versions of the E and M steps have computational complexity which grows at most linearly with the product of the size of the counting grid and the number of tessellation sections E x Á E y Á S x Á S y . The counting grid update for discrete epitomes with ðE x ; E y Þ ¼ ðS x ; S y Þ utilizes the feature layout of the original images z t i , and can be sped up as a convolution operation, with OðN log NÞ rather than rather than
More generally most of the updates of the E and M steps of the algorithm require computing windowed sums, such as this one: X 
This procedure, equivalent to the "integral images" of Viola and Jones [41] , is used to compute all window histograms h in the counting grid, as well as in either of the M step versions Eqs. (8) and (13), which only use the counts c t z , and not the original feature layout z t i;j . 
LAYOUT RECONSTRUCTION
In scene/object classification tasks, the image features are typically clustered around hundreds of centers and image locations i are associated with pointers z to these discretized features. 3 For example, in our classification experiments below, we clustered SIFT [37] features in Z ¼ 200 visual words. The illustrations in Figs. 2 and 3 do not provide enough insight into how well the counting grids can be inferred when such large sets of features are considered. Visualizing the feature identities on a grid is difficult, and so, in order to simply study the properties of the counting grid estimation procedures discussed above, we have run the first set of tests on fifty 16 Â 16 color patches taken at random from a drawing (available in Matlab: load trees) sub-sampled to the resolution of 33 Â 40. The drawing is illustrated in Fig. 6-i) .
The patches are first transformed into feature maps z t i pointing to the possible Z ¼ 64 colors obtained by approximating the color map. Then, S ¼ 1 Â 1, S ¼ 2 Â 2 and S ¼ 4 Â 4 histograms were computed in the appropriate sections of these patches to obtain the section bags of features (colors) for the algorithm defined by the appropriate equations (see Table 4 ). The algorithm is then run on each section bag representation separately, to obtain the counting grids in ii), iii), and iv). Finally, the plate v) shows the result of the combination of the counting grid E step, i.e., mapping of the windows based only on the single bag of words, Eq. (4), and the epitome M step, Eq. (15), which uses the known layout of features z i in counting grid re-estimation under the assumption that this layout could help arrange features in the counting grid even more than a coarse tessellation.
To visualize the different counting grids, each counting grid location k was assigned the color equal to the average of the Z ¼ 64 colors in color map, weighted by the normalized local feature counts p k;z . The image in ii) is therefore an attempt at reconstructing the image in i) from fifty color histograms for which we did not provide any additional information about their source: Image i) was not provided to the algorithm, nor were the locations of the patches from which the fifty histograms were extracted. Note also that the algorithm is not aware of any similarities among the 64 colors, as these are treated as discrete features.
Remarkably, a lot of the spatial structure in feature distributions was reconstructed from these 50 histograms. The algorithm discovers that the dark, red and brown tones go together and that they are bordered by green. Elongated dark structures against the blue background are discovered, as is the coast/island boundary. In this sense, the counting grid provides a good model for interpolating among the original 50 histograms, as the histograms from other patches in the original image are also likely under the inferred counting grid.
Using 2 Â 2 bags as a representation of sampled patches is already sufficient to break some symmetry problems and reconstruct almost the entire scene. This improvement is also remarkable, as in this case, ostensibly very little information about the 50 image patches is used: The source image i), or locations of the 50 patches in it are again not available to the algorithm, and the algorithm only uses fifty sets of 4 histograms (upper left, upper right, lower left, lower right) over Z ¼ 64 colors found in appropriate sections to reconstruct the island and the trees. The most accurate reconstruction is obtained in v) by iterating Eqs. (4), (15) ), which is interesting from the epitome modeling point of view. If the counting grid is considered a feature epitome (as used at low resolutions in [23] ), from which detailed feature maps z t i are generated, rather than simply bags of features, then the inference step that only considers the patch histograms efficiently replaces the convolutional E step of the epitome model. Furthermore, in this case we also found that this combination is less prone to local minima than the epitome models or the pure counting grid inference and learning of Eqs. (12) , (13) .
These results are possible, of course, due to very high redundancy in images which makes, for example, the extracted 50 Â 64 count numbers representing the 50 image patches sufficient for this partial recovery of the 33 Â 40 Â log 64 parameters necessary to represent i). We next show that these procedures can be used to analyze images that are related by the fact that they belong to the same category, rather than a large image, and that the resulting generalization over the space of possible feature count distributions surpasses the standard count models including latent Dirichlet allocation [7] . 3. In the additional material we added videos that better describe this section and the learning procedure.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
In all the experiments as visual words we used SIFT features [37] clustered into Z ¼ 200 discretized features. The SIFT processing was based on 16 Â 16 pixel patches spaced 8 pixels apart. In this way, each image was transformed into a feature map z i and then its bag of features c z was created. For a fair comparison, we used our implementations of the reconfigurable part-model [16] and latent Dirichlet allocation [3] on the very same features. In each task, unless specified, we employed the dataset author's training/testing/ validation protocol. To classify a test image we learned a model per class and we assigned the test samples to the class that gives the lowest free energy.
We considered counting grids of various complexities with grid size E ¼ ½2 ðe:g:; 2 Â 2Þ; 3 ðe:g:; 3 Â 3Þ; . . . ; 10; 15; 20; . . . ; 40 4 and window size W ¼ ½2; 4; 6; . . ., limiting the tests only to the combinations with overall capacity k ¼ ExÁEy WxÁWy between 1.5 and T =2, where T is the number of training samples. We considered S ¼ ½1 Â 1; 2 Â 2; 4 Â 4; N x Â N y and we updated pð'Þ with Eq. (11) . The capacity k is roughly equivalent to the number of LDA topics as it represents the number of independent windows that they can be fit in the grid; we compared the results using this parallelism [18] , [22] .
Scene Classification
Scene classification task is useful to shows that counting grids can generalize well even when the most basic spatial interpolation assumption is not perfectly met. In particular we empirically demonstrate that each individual image can be thought a "window" into a larger visual world represented by the counting grid. The reasoning behind this use of counting grids has been motivated in Fig. 2 where sampling windows gave rise to the feature combinations present in the dataset. 5 As datasets we considered the 15-Scenes [10] and the 67-Indoor Scenes [42] . Classification accuracy on the former are reported in Fig. 7 . On the x-axis we reported the different model complexities, in term of capacity k, whereas on the y-axis we reported the accuracy. As the same k can be obtained with different choices of E and W, we specified the counting grid size E by using gray levels: the lighter the marker color the bigger the grid.
As Fig. 7 shows, counting grids performed better than latent Dirichlet allocation. The accuracy regularly increased with k, independently from the grid size E. It also worth noticing that learning pð'Þ helped prevent overtraining for big capacities k. In the same figure, we also reported the results of hybrid CG-epitome approach which combines the basic CG's E-step and the epitome M-step. For efficiency reasons, we only considered k ¼ 1:5; 2:5; 4; 6; 8. In this version W ¼ N x Â N y and the grid size is unequivocally determined by k, and we used pink markers to show the results. The hybrid CG generalized very well, probably because of the abundance of training data.
In Table 3 we reported a numerical comparison with other models including a discriminative model as a baseline. For counting grids as well as [3] and [16] , we used three-Fold crossvalidation on the training set to pick a model complexity.
As second dataset, we considered the 67-indoor scene [42] (we did not use the annotations). Results are reported in Table 4 , where the tessellated counting grid outperformed all the other generative approaches.
Place Classification
Recently in [18] a 32-classes dataset have been introduced. This dataset is a subset of the whole visual input of a subject who wore a wearable camera for few weeks. Images in the Fig. 7 . 15-Scenes classification results. Using pink circles, we also reported the results of [22] which are computed using the hybrid CG-Epitome (see Table 4 ). Due to the presence of many training images, the method generalizes very well. dataset exhibit dramatic viewing angle, scale, illumination variations and a lot of foreground objects, and clutter. Each category presents images taken in a particular place such as house rooms or office environments, or outdoors locations. Some images for each class are shown in Fig. 8 . The task here is place classification. As validation protocol, we used 10-fold cross evaluation. Results are summarized in Fig. 9 . In the bag-of-word scenario, e.g., S ¼ 1 Â 1, latent Dirichlet allocation [3] performed better than regular counting grids and mixture models. This can be explained with local minima issues as some classes have a very limited number of training samples and the counting grid simply cannot well recover the panoramic structure (although this is not perfectly evident or recoverable) of half of the classes. Once we provide some directionality information (coarse tessellations S ¼ 2 Â 2) counting grids can better exploit the panorama and they outperformed significantly LDA [3] and its naive tessellated extension which learns a model in each sector, summing the S likelihoods. Finally in the last panel ( Fig. 9 -iii)) we compared S ¼ 4 Â 4 tessellated counting grid with the tessellated latent Dirichlet allocation and the reconfigurable part model [16] which uses the same spatial information. Finer tessellations neither helped or hurt the recognition up to S ¼ 6 Â 6. In the extreme when S ¼ N x Â N y , accuracy does not exceed 30 percent.
As final experiment on this dataset, we repeated the experiment only using 13 training images per class as previously done in [18] , in order to test the robustness of the models in regimes where avoiding overtraining becomes an issue. We report the accuracy in Table 5 .
In summary, counting grids map images onto a bigger real estate, where they lay out the features from each bag into a 2D window and stitch overlapping windows to recover the panoramic nature of the scene. This fits the qualities of the data acquired by a wearable camera and indeed this modeling approach outperforms [3] , [16] .
Wearable Camera Sequences
We considered the sequences of [17] . This data represents the perfect fit for our model as the true panoramic structure of each scene or place can actually be recovered. The dataset is composed by seven video sequences acquired with a wearable camera.
The original paper [17] is based on learning a Gaussian mixture model for each class, using Gist [30] as image descriptor. In addition to [17] , we also compared with epitomes [23] which were among most successful applications of Using trained models for each scene l ¼ 1 Á Á Á C we computed the place posterior probabilities for every frame t of the test sequence, given all the previous images P ðl t ¼ kjc 1:t Þ. This can be easily achieved using the forward-backwards procedure [43] 
We fixed the observation log likelihood to the negative free energy given by our model (Eq. (3)) while we used EM to estimate the transition matrix and the place posteriors.
When using HMM, the observation likelihood may dominate the transition prior. To balance the contribution we rescaled the likelihood terms using a constant g, chosen via cross-validation [44] .
Results are presented in Fig. 10 . The improvement over [17] , [23] is significant. The tessellation only marginally helped because i) training data is abundant and ii) the metaphor upon which CGs are based, the "moving camera", perfectly fits here. Indeed the spatial layout can be at least piece-wise recovered also from a single bag. Tessellation finer than S ¼ 2 Â 2 did not hurt. Latent Dirichlet allocation [7] and Rec-Bow [16] performances were slightly inferior compared to [23] and so we omitted them in the graph to reduce clutter.
We have also investigated what happens if we jointly scale E and W, keeping the capacity k constant. We considered counting grids of size E ¼ s Á ½8; 10; 12; 15; 18; 24, W ¼ s Á 6 and three scales s ¼ 1; 2; 3 and we run the same experiment on Torralba's sequences. Results are shown in Fig. 11 , where each row represents a different scale.
Results are easily interpretable, counting grids are not very sensitive to the choice of E and W and what really matters is their ratio k, as evinced by Figs. 7 and 9 where complexities characterized by similar k performed equally well. Higher variances for large k, indicate local minima issues. In general, once the window is "sufficiently big" for spatial interpolation, scaled models learn "scaled" versions of the scene, which are very similar both qualitatively in terms of components learned and quantitatively in terms of recognition rates.
We have also considered a day worth of images from (1,800 images in total) from the SenseCam collection [45] and repeated the same test, combining counting grids and the hidden Markov model as described above. During this day, the camera bearer visited 20 of the 32 labeled locations of the full dataset [18] . Nevertheless we trained models with all the 32 classes as in a realistic application we cannot know the locations visited during a day ahead of time. We computed the place posterior probabilities at the instant t, given all the previous images, Eq. (19). Fig. 11 . Scaled counting grids (1 Â 1-case). Fig. 10 . Results on Torralba Dataset. We reported the results of [17] (Torralba's approach) and [23] (Epitome) from the original papers. We followed the evaluation procedure of [17] and the error bars indicate variability in accuracy across different image sequences.
We used at most 30 images per class to learn the models. Results are reported in Table 6 . We ran [17] using a mixture of Dirichlet model over quantized sift histograms (same features as the ones used by counting grids). For sake of completeness we also implemented the method of [17] extracting the original descriptors from whole images and within the four sectors. For both of these competing approaches, the performance was below 50 percent.
Image Clustering on SenseCam
In an unsupervised clustering set, we analyzed a subset of SenseCam, divided in 10 categories used in [28] . The images of this subset are suitable for epitome modeling as they can actually be stitched together using pixels. As the spirit of the SenseCam data collection is to provide summary of the subject's life, we have trained the counting grids in an unsupervised way (combining images of all categories together) and then investigated if the images are separated in the counting grid in accordance with the human labeling. We compared with other visual summarization approaches that lay out the visual input on a larger grid, the epitomic approaches [23] , [27] , [28] . To make the comparison fair, we fixed the complexity of the counting grids to the one used for epitomes in [28] (e.g., k ¼ 14). Upon learning, each test image is labeled by the label of the closest mapped training image. The results are reported in Table 7 .
The counting grid model is so far the best performing model on this task.
CONCLUSIONS
We introduce the counting grid model of images which captures natural constraints on image feature histograms by assuming that these can be represented by averaging of feature distributions from a window into the grid. In this way, the flexibility of the bag of words representation is indirectly enriched by the spatial constraints of epitome-like models. By observing the actual observation model, we see that the counting grid model is not attempting to capture the spatial constraints explicitly as has been often done in the past. In fact, we can view the counting grid as producing a large mixture of histograms whose parameters are constrained in a way that is a natural consequence of the fact that images from which the features are collected live in an ordered 2D space.
Despite their simplicity, both conceptual and algorithmic (the Matlab code for counting grid estimation fits half a page), and that the ultimate parametrization used for likelihood computation is simply a set of histograms, this generative model significantly outperforms other histogram-based representations in a variety of tasks and is often approaching the discriminative state of the art (and the features extracted from the generative model can often be used within discriminative models to further improve them [46] ). Computationally, the algorithm is efficient and the computational steps also lend themselves to further improvement of the model to add more scale/rotation reasoning. Experiments show that, despite the apparent need of setting E and W, the algorithm is only sensitive to their ratio. Counting grids, especially in their tessellated version, outperformed standard bag of words approaches in computer vision [3] , [16] , [17] , [23] across most of the datasets considered.
The experiments also show that the presented learning algorithms for counting grids suffer from local minima, and that in some cases, small differences in likelihood can reflect large qualitative changes, as in the synthetic example in the Experiments. Thus, additional research on learning algorithms, as well as the use of counting grids as layers in generative statistical models or neural networks would help realize their full potential. Already, we have seen that these models are applicable beyond computer vision tasks [47] , [48] . 
